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COMMENCEMENT 2007

Trachtenberg slated to
headline Commencement

Outgoing leader
to give keynote
address on Mall
by Brandon Butler
Senior News Editor

University President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg will address graduates next
month as the keynote speaker in his final
Commencement ceremony as president of
GW.
The outgoing president confirmed
Wednesday morning that he will headline the graduation event on the National
Mall May 20. Chairman of the Board of
Trustees Charles Manatt will be the keynote
speaker at the Law School graduation ceremony and former D.C. Council Chair Linda
Cropp, who ran unsuccessfully for D.C.
mayor last year, will receive an honorary
degree from GW at this year’s Universitywide ceremony.
Both Trachtenberg, who will have been
president of the University for 19 years, and
Manatt will be stepping down from their
positions this summer.
Hatchet ﬁle photo
“We explored all our options,”
University President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, pictured during last year’s Commencement, will address
Trachtenberg said. “We thought we’ve
given you such a rich array of speakers graduating seniors and their families as the keynote speaker at this year’s University-wide graduation event.
during the year, between the president of
Afghanistan and the president of Pakistan
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS
and former president of the United States
... When people are dining on a high-calorie
diet like that, periodically you have to cut
back on a little bit of that diet.”
Trachtenberg, who speaks at the cerby Lizzie Wozobski
“There are going to be people
emony every year but has never delivered
Campus News Editor
coming to this Commencement
Mildred
Harry Reid
Andy Rooney
the keynote address, said he has not yet
just to make sure I’m really leav2005
2005
Dresselhaus
decided what he will say to the 2007 graduThe news that University ing,” he said. He added that any
2005
U.S. Senator
CBS News
ating class.
President
Stephen
Joel talk of protests or outrage is “nonMIT Physicist
“Well, one never knows. It’s months
Trachtenberg will be this year’s sense.”
until that time. This is April. That’s not until
Commencement keynote speaker
Many students have criticized
May. That’s far off,” he said. “Between now
drew mostly criticism yesterday the decision to have the outgoing
and then any number of things might hapfrom students, parents and faculty University president headline the
pen to provide an inspiration.”
members.
graduation event.
An internal memo from April 4 to some
Trachtenberg has spoken at
“I was so excited ... because
University officials recommended that they
every Commencement in his 19- we’ve had such great speakers
announce the speakers list during the week
Dan Glickman Frank Robinson George and
year tenure as president in a charge in the past, but now I’m just
of April 16 in an effort to make time for
2006
Barbara Bush
2006
to the graduating class, but this incredibly disappointed,” said
“students, faculty, staff and alumni to react
MPAA Chairman
2006
MLB Hall
will be the first time he will be the senior Katie Zeleski, a biology
to the news.”
Fmr.
president
and CEO
of Famer
headlining speaker. Trachtenberg major.
The memo, obtained by The Hatchet,
and ﬁrst lady
will be stepping down as president
Zeleski, like many other
said there may be members of the commuthis summer and plans to stay as a seniors, told The Hatchet they
nity “both in favor and in opposition to the
professor of public policy.
would like to see a nationspeakers,” but that the University “should
“Some will be thrilled and some ally prominent figure as their
be open to this dialogue, even if it means
will be less thrilled,” Trachtenberg Commencement speaker, citthat those dissatisfied may have additional
said. “Listen, there are some peo- ing last year’s speakers former
time to complain.”
Linda Cropp Charles Manatt Trachtenberg
ple coming to Commencement President George H.W. Bush and
Another listed reason in the memo for
2007
2007
2007
– like you going to the funeral of First Lady Barbara Bush.
waiting to release the information would
Former
Former D.C.
University
someone you didn’t like just to
a
president
Council chair
See REACTIONS, p. 8
make sure they really died.
See SJT, p. 8

Speaker draws ire from
faculty, graduating seniors

Athletic council
to pay for say
by Andrew Alberg
and Jake Sherman
Senior Staff Writers
If you have $45,000 to spare,
you could have unprecedented
access to athletic administrators
to advise them on departmental
policy.
Within the next two weeks,
the University is planning to
launch its largest athletic pledge
drive in school history that will
ask donors for an unprecedented
financial commitment of $15,000
in three consecutive years, several administrators said. The gift
will buy a seat on a council that
is slated to meet with top athletic
department officials three times a
year. The council has been in the
works for more than two years.
The council – dubbed the
Athletic Department Advisory
Committee – will likely be comprised of 12 people. Its agenda
will include Atlantic 10 policy,
scheduling strategies, national
academic and athletic trends
and renovations to Smith Center,
Director of Athletics Jack Kvancz
said.

The money raised will go
directly to the planned $7 million,
two-phase renovation of Smith
Center, slated to begin after next
year’s basketball season, Kvancz
and Senior Vice President for
Student and Academic Support
Services Robert Chernak said.
The council, Kvancz said, will
not have direct say on policy or
decisions, but will add another
voice to the his decision-making
process. He likened the relationship to that of a head coach and
their assistants.
“The buck still stops here,”
Kvancz said. “I think if you want
to be on the inside looking out,
it’s going to cost you money.”
In the past, Kvancz said he
has relied on three donors for
advice. The advent of this council
will eliminate this outside influence and rely on those who are
willing to pony up big cash.
For a department hampered by small-money donors,
the group’s money will provide
resources for increased development for the 32-year-old Smith

GW

MVC driver
assaulted,
police say
by David Ceasar
Senior News Editor

A man working at a campus construction
site last week allegedly assaulted and threatened the life of a Mount Vernon shuttle bus
driver, according to a police report and interviews Wednesday.
James McCartney allegedly propositioned
and, upon being rejected, struck the 25-yearold female bus driver early Friday morning, a
Metropolitan Police Department report stated. The incident took place near the Marvin
Center, a block north from where the mason
worked on TONIC Restaurant, at 21st and
G streets. University officials said the food
venue, which was originally slated to open in
January, should have construction completed
by month’s end.
The U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Columbia has not indicted McCartney
and does not have a case against him, as of
Wednesday afternoon. MPD District 2 Commander Andrew Solberg said the suspect was
arrested on charges of simple assault and felony threat.
Steve Rogers, the site supervisor for
American Professional Masonry, said McCartney – whom coworkers knew as “Santiago” – wasn’t a full employee and that his
only day working on campus was the day he
was arrested.
“He’s like a day-labor kind of guy that
you get from a 7-11,” Rogers said. “We use
them because there was something we were
trying to get up (quickly) ... We’ll never use
him again.”
He added that it’s a “common practice” to
use day-laborers at construction sites throughout D.C., including at GW. Every worker the
masonry company uses has to provide stateissued identification and a Social Security
card, Rogers said.
The MPD report gave the following account of Friday’s incident: The victim went
into her bus to evade the suspect, but he followed her inside and aggressively pushed
her. When McCartney saw the victim attempting to call the police on her cell phone, he
knocked the phone out of her hand, pushed
her and said he’d kill her if she spoke to the
police. The suspect left the victim, who sustained no injuries, and exited the bus.
Police officers apprehended McCartney
on 21st and F streets after his description was
broadcast over the radio. MPD transported
him to the Second District station for processing before he went to the main jail downtown.
The victim’s name is being withheld per
a Hatchet policy of protecting those reporting assault. The victim and her supervisor
at International Limousine Company, which
operates the Vern Express, both declined to
comment. McCartney could not be reached
for comment, and a telephone message left
at a home listed under his name went unanswered as of press time.
See ASSAULT, p. 8
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Colonial blogging

Prospective students visit GW-sponsored blogs
>> by Eric Roper
>> Senior Staff Writer
From his temporary home in Ghana,
more than 5,000 miles away from Foggy
Bottom, junior Chris McLaurin writes to
prospective applicants about his favorite
GW professors.
“Classes at GW are not just boring lectures with stuffy academics,” he wrote from
the coastal African nation. “GW has what
we call ‘Professors of Practice.’”
McLaurin, who is studying abroad, is
one of several students who contribute to a
new Ofﬁce of Admissions-sponsored blog,
which the University created this semester
to provide interested students a taste of life
at GW.
There are six students who write their
own online diaries and discussions on the
admissions Web site, many posting new information every other day. The topics vary
from blog to blog, post to post, and often
address everything from D.C. internships to

all-nighters in Gelman.
“Hopefully prospective students can
see the opportunities and excitement I have
had and want to be Colonials themselves,”
McLaurin wrote in an e-mail.
Student blogging is not a new concept
in the admissions process and many universities are adopting the technology as a way
to present information to students in a more
familiar format. Those involved in GW’s admissions blog said people enjoy it because it
lacks the marketing motives of other admissions material.
“We don’t want this to be a completely
sugar-coated version (of GW),” said Vickie
Graf, a freshman blogger, “because I think a
lot of prospective students will see through
that and won’t be as interested.”
Graf, who works in the admissions ofﬁce as a tour guide, said that her posts are
not censored by admissions directors and

this allows her to give an accurate portrayal
of the school.
“It’s so personal and so modern,” said
Jay Matthews, an education reporter at The
Washington Post, about the recent advent of
blogs. “These kids are so deeply part of the
Internet generation, and this is really their
turf.”
Matthews, who often writes about
college admissions for The Post, said correctly utilizing new technology can prove
to be an obstacle for many admissions ofﬁces. The beneﬁts, he added, are worthwhile.
“It has all the advantages of letting kids
clue into something that real undergraduates are doing,” Matthews said. “Instead of
talking to admissions directors – who can
sometimes be very formal.”
See BLOG, p. 5

See ADAC, p. 10
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Anything But Clothes Run
Go to Mount Vernon in a
costume for a charity run
around the neighborhood.
There will be prizes, food
and music after the run.
6 to 9 p.m.
Mount Vernon Quad
Sponsored by Student
Movement for Real Change

SATURDAY
Spring Fling
See Regina Spektor in
concert, grab free barbecue,
climb a rock wall.
2 p.m.
University Yard
Sponsored by Program Board

SUNDAY
Buzzing for Change
Get your head buzzed or your
locks trimmed to help make
wigs for kids with cancer.
11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Kogan Plaza
Sponsored by Buzzing for
Change

SANOTE
Capp’s vice presidents pass ﬁrst
step toward conﬁrmation
The Student Association Senate-elect Rules Committee approved all of SA President-elect
Nicole Capp’s vice presidential
and directorship nominees late
Tuesday night in the Marvin Center, said Senator-elect Kevin Kozlowski (U-At Large), chair of the
Rules Committee.
Even though next year’s SA
members have not ofﬁcially taken ofﬁce, members have already
begun securing positions in next
year’s executive administration.
The Senate must approve the
nominees in order for the vice
presidents to take ofﬁce.
Kozlowski, a sophomore, said
he was “impressed with the quality and strength” of Capp’s nominees and does not foresee difﬁculties in passing all of the applicants
at the Senate-elect conﬁrmation.
“The fact that all of Nicole’s
nominees passed unanimously
through the Committee on Rules
shows the strength and eagerness
of all the students chosen to serve
in the Executive for next year,” Kozlowski wrote in an e-mail.
Capp said she was “surprised
and honored” by the more than 50
students who applied for positions
on the SA executive.
The Senate-elect will meet
again April 25 to vote on Capp’s

Editor’s note: In “Developing GW:
Approved plans to change face of University, Foggy Bottom” (April 9, p. 1), a
printing error prohibited all of the capital “T’s” and lowercase “b’s” from being
visible on the portion of the story that
appeared on the front page. Also, in the
same story, a production error caused
several paragraphs of the story to be left
out when it jumped from the front page
to an inside page. The error caused Michael Akin, director of D.C. and Foggy
Bottom/West End Affairs, to be inaccurately described as part of a neighborhood group that opposed approval of
the plan. The story should have read:
Michael Akin, director of D.C. and
Foggy Bottom/West End Affairs, said
the future success of GW is hinged on
much of the recently approved development.
“What students have to understand
is (that) what we’re planning for today

FRIDAY
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SUNDAY

HIGH 64 | LOW 44

HIGH 59 | LOW 41

HIGH 48 | LOW 46

HIGH 51 | LOW 42
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nominees. Once the nominees pass
the Senate-elect, they will ofﬁcially
take ofﬁce following the swearing
in ceremony of the SA-elect ofﬁcers on April 30.
Visit the SA blog for all of
Capp’s nominees that passed the
Rules Committee.
–Andrew Ramonas

SNAPSHOT Slam dunk

GREEKBRIEF
Fraternity raises money for sexual
assault victims
In conjunction with Sexual Assault Awareness and Prevention
month, the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity raised more than $2,000 for the
Rape, Abuse and Incest National
Network last week.
“Phi Psi is very proud of the
difference that we have made
when it comes to sexual assault,”
said the fraternity’s philanthropy
chair, freshman Connor Walsh.
RAINN, the largest anti-sexual
assault organization in the nation,
operates a telephone and online
hotline for victims and works to
educate individuals about sexual
assault.
According to the RAINN Web
site, someone is sexually assaulted
in America about every two-anda-half minutes. One in six American women and one in 33 men are
victims of sexual assault. Additionally, 44 percent of rape victims
are under age 18, and 80 percent
are under the age of 30.

and what we’re working on tomorrow
will increase the value of their degree,”
he said.
Akin, who attended GW as an undergraduate and will graduate from the
School of Business in May, has worked
to improve the relationship between
local residents and the University. The
town-gown animosity in Foggy Bottom
is worse at GW than other D.C.-area
schools.
Akin said he believes that he and his
ofﬁce have helped neighbors and cites
the 136 supporters of either the 20-year
Campus Plan or Square 54 who are not
students and alumni.
“We aren’t having a dialogue that
quickly devolves into a shouting match
about whether the University is expanding too much,” he said. “Everyone has
become more educated on the Campus
Plan.”
Community opposition to both

Ryder Haske/Hatchet staff photographer

Shounda Lewis performs at a live slam poetry fundraiser presented by the Organization of Latino American Students in the Mitchell Theater Tuesday night. More than 60 students attended.
“The theme of the week was
the role of men in preventing sexual assault,” Walsh said. “I believe
it is appropriate that a fraternity, a
group of brothers, be the ones responsible for helping to promote
awareness of this nature.”
The RAINN events began last
Thursday with a panel discus-

Square 54 and the Campus Plan is still
apparent, despite the work of Akin and
other community relations ofﬁcials.
The neighborhood’s elected body
for development issues, the Foggy Bottom/West End Advisory Neighborhood
Commission, voted 3-2 to oppose Square
54, and members have ardently testiﬁed
against the 20-year Campus Plan before
the Zoning Commission.

Corrections
In “Acceptance rate may be lowest”
(April 9, p. 1), The Hatchet erroneously
stated that the average admitted student
was ranked in the top 91 percent of his
graduating high school class. The average student is in the top 9 percent.
The Hatchet mistakenly reported
in “Pelham construction to begin 2010”
(April 9, p. 5), that reconstruction for
the residence hall will begin in 2010.

sion in Funger Hall. Among the
panelists were visiting assistant
professor of psychology Stephen
Forssell, Pat McGann of Men Can
Stop Rape and Tyrone Hanley of
GenderYOUTH.
Amanda Sandberg, a junior
at Georgetown University, also
served on the panel and told her

Construction is slated to begin in 2008,
while occupancy is planned for 2010.
In the same article, it was reported that
a revised Mount Vernon Campus Plan
was presented at a zoning meeting; a
revised plan for Pelham Hall was discussed at a community meeting. The
25-percent budget increase since 2003
was not for the Mount Vernon Campus,
but rather for the Vern Express shuttle
service.
The Hatchet erroneously reported
in “Developing GW: Approved plans
to change face of University, Foggy
Bottom” (April 9, p. 1) that the 20-year
Campus Plan has 16, not 15, planned
development sites. In the same article,
the decision to submit a revised Campus Plan was a result of a D.C. Ofﬁce of
Planning recommendation, not because
of an Urban Land Institute study, according to University ofﬁcials.
The online map of Campus Plan de-

personal story of being kidnapped
and sexually assaulted, Walsh
said.
The chapter fundraised for
RAINN by charging entry fees for
a powder-puff football game for
GW’s sororities and admission to
a party at Karma Bar and Lounge.
–Marissa Bialecki

velopment sites had inaccurate information in the graphic. It has been removed
from www.gwhatchet.com.

Clariﬁcations
The article “Developing GW: Approved plans to change face of University, Foggy Bottom” (April 9, p. 1) reported
that “GW has gained D.C. approval” for
the 20-year Campus Plan and the Square
54 project. While the revised Campus
Plan has gone through all the procedural phases of approval from D.C. and federal ofﬁcials, the Square 54 proposal still
awaits review by the National Capital
Planning Commission and ﬁnal action
by the D.C. Zoning Commission. In the
same article, Boston Properties was reported to be the developer of Square 54,
but it is one of two partners in the site’s
construction. The other company is Kettler, formerly KSI Services, Inc.
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Schieﬀer talks
to SMPA class
by Marissa Bialecki
Hatchet Staff Writer

Ben Solomon/photo editor

Former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich delivered a speech to a packed house Monday night at Jack Morton Auditorium. Gingrich focused his discussion on the political reforms and current cultural changes he deems vital to a successful government.

Former speaker pushes reforms
Gingrich calls
for youth action
at SMPA
by Jennifer Easton
Hatchet Staff Writer
Former Speaker of the
House of Representatives
Newt Gingrich spoke ab out
political reforms he hopes
young people will enact
Monday night at Jack Morton
Auditorium.
It is rumored that the
conservative
Republican
is considering a run for the
presidency in 2008. Gingrich
spoke to a nearly filled auditorium Monday summarizing his speech by saying: “I
want to talk about the scale
of change that I think is necessary for your generation.”
The event was coordinated by
the GW College Republicans
and Young Americans for
Freedom.
Gingrich emphasized that
the United States is experiencing an era of change com-

parable to that of the Civil
War period and discussed
issues ranging from immigration policy to what he said he
believes to be a poorly functioning federal government.
“I believe to be pro-legal
immigration, you must be proassimilation,” Gingrich said of
his views on the immigration
system. “This does not refer to
any one language.”
Gingrich came under
fire earlier this month after
he referred to Spanish as the
language of the ghetto. The
former legislator has since
said he used a bad choice of
words.
On Monday, Gingrich
did not back away from his
ideas that foreign immigrants
should learn English.
“You don’t need to be able
to speak it fluently,” he said,
giving examples of thickaccented political figures
Henry Kissinger and Arnold
Schwarzenegger,
which
prompted audience laughter.
Gingrich also responded
to audience questions. Kyle
Boyer, a freshman, asked if
Gingrich would run for the
presidency.
“I won’t even begin to

think about it until September
30,” Gingrich responded.
He said he will continue
developing and discussing his
political goals until Sept. 30,
at which point he will decide
with his family whether to

“It’s absurdity to
spend all of 2007
campaigning for office
and then to spend all
of 2008 campaigning
for office.”
NEWT GINGRICH
FORMER SPEAKER
OF THE HOUSE

run in the Republican primary
for president of the United
States.
“I believe I can have a
campaign launched in three
to six weeks,” Gingrich said.

“It’s absurdity to spend all of
2007 campaigning for office
and then to spend all of 2008
campaigning for office.”
He said this process would
create a national dialogue that
would be beneficial to both
politicians and the American
audience and also “take more
than half the poison out of the
current system.”
When freshman member of the College Democrats
Michael Wear stepped forward
to pose a question later in the
evening, Gingrich suggested
that he and a Democratic politician could have this type of
debate at GW if Wear brought
one of his party’s prominent
members to campus.
“I was pleased that he was
focused on politics and not
cheap political jokes,” Wear
said afterward. “I do (however) believe he’s wrong on
much of what he says.”
First elected to Congress
in 1978, Gingrich served for
20 years and had the position
of Speaker of the House from
1995 to 1999 during the Bill
Clinton administration. He
was named Man of the Year
in 1995 by Time magazine and
has published nine books.n

Veteran journalist Bob
Schieffer has spent many evenings featured on television
sets across the country on the
CBS Evening News.
He spent Tuesday evening
in front of a class of about 25
broadcast newswriting students in the School of Media
and Public Affairs talking about
his career and the journalism
industry.
Professor Randy Wolfe, who
teaches the class, worked with
Schieffer for about 15 years at
CBS, where the two became
friends. Schieffer is the chief
Washington correspondent for
CBS, and for more than a year
served as anchor of the national
evening news.
“He’s the finest broadcaster,
if not the most experienced,”
said Wolfe, who worked as a
producer at CBS for about 20
years.
Students in Wolfe’s classes are not strangers to broadcast news all-stars. Earlier this
semester, his class met with
NBC Nightly News anchor,
Brian Williams.
On Tuesday night, Schieffer
focused the discussion on his
career and today’s journalism
landscape.
“I like to talk to young people about journalism and let
them know what a great way it
is to spend your life,” Schieffer
said in an interview after the
talk.
“The secret to writing good
broadcast news is to tell people
a story they will remember,”
Schieffer said. “Keep it as simple as you possibly can.”
With a slight Texas drawl,
the 50-year journalism veteran described his work experiences at the Forth Worth
Star-Telegram newspaper and
reporting overseas in Vietnam.
Last year, Schieffer served
as interim anchor of the CBS
Evening News before Katie
Couric took over as the first
female to anchor a major evening news program.

Keep up with breaking news online at
www.GWHATCHET.com
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That’s why we’re serving naturally raised meat.
In fact, all of the meat we serve in D.C. – beef, chicken and pork –
is free of antibiotics and added growth hormones,
fed a vegetarian diet and raised humanely.
We think meat raised this way, naturally, tastes better.
Serving naturally raised meat is another step in our
ongoing Food With Integrity journey – bringing you
the best ingredients from the best sources.
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“She’s a lot of fun to be
around,” Schieffer said of the
former NBC Today Show host.
“The show got off to a
rocky start,” he said of Couric’s
anchoring of the CBS Evening
News. “But it’s going back to
harder news.”
Schieffer said he spent most
of his day Tuesday being interviewed by other journalists
about the Don Imus controversy.
Imus, a CBS radio broadcaster, made remarks many are
saying were racist and sexist
last week about the Rutgers
University women’s basketball
team. Schieffer has made guest
appearances on the program
and on Tuesday called Imus
“a friend.” Media organizations
were asking him if he would
return to Imus’s program as a
guest.
“What he did was indefensible,” Schieffer said. “He’s a
good person; he just shouldn’t
have done this.” If invited,
Schieffer said he would go back
on Imus’s show.
Sophomore Alex Carusillo
said that Schieffer’s discussion gave him a sense of hope
for a possible future in media,
and added value to his studies
here.
Schieffer said one of his
greatest achievements was when
his alma mater, Texas Christian
University, named their school
of journalism after him.
Schieffer
covered
the
White House, Pentagon, State
Department and Capitol Hill
throughout his career. He has
also covered every presidential campaign and Democratic
and Republican National
Convention since 1972, according to the CBS Web site.
“I love Washington, D.C.
best of all,” said Schieffer, in
response to a question about
what city he preferred to work
in. He said another proud
moment will be interviewing
U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney
on his program Face the Nation
Sunday. n
–Brandon Butler contributed
to this report.
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QUOTABLE

“When people are dining on a high-calorie diet like that, periodically
you have to cut back on a little bit of that diet.”
–University President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg on the number of high-proﬁle speakers GW has had
throughout this year and his appointment as the keynote speaker at this year’s Commencement ceremony.

editorial

Shame on you, GW
administrators
Selecting University President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg as the keynote speaker at this
year’s University-wide Commencement is a total failure to chose a speaker who will leave the
senior class with fulﬁlling insight and positive
lasting memories. Moreover, it is tantamount to
a public relations suicide attempt.
The purpose of a keynote Commencement
speaker is to provide an outside voice that gives
students their ﬁnal bit of enlightenment before
leaving the world of academia. Higher education is often perceived as a pursuit of objective
truth. Thus, an independent speaker can impart
wisdom to students in what could be construed
as their ﬁnal class session.
GW administrators deserve nothing less
than contempt from the students they purport
to serve for ignoring this role of a keynote Commencement speaker. Trachtenberg is the ultimate
GW insider, having been at the helm for 19 years
and having had more than his fair share of talk
time. Regardless of the content of his remarks,
it is unlikely that will bring an enlightening or
worthwhile point to graduating students.
Including former city councilwoman Linda
Cropp, the wife of a GW professor, is another
failure to attract an independent voice to speak
to students at Commencement. GW marketing
often touts the University’s location in one of the
top intellectual and cultural centers of this nation.
Only laziness or sheer incompetence could have
resulted in two main Commencement speakers
being pulled from within the GW community.
Over the past 19 years, Trachtenberg attempted to transform GW into a world-renowned international institution of higher education by
increasing fundraising and marketing GW as
a premier academic institution. Shame on our
president for taking part in an event that will run
contrary to the goals that he has worked for over
the past two decades. After all that work, his ﬁnal legacy at GW will include the inability for his
administration to secure a quality, internationally known Commencement speaker.
The lack of an outside perspective gives
GW the appearance of a bottom-tier institution
uninterested in academic discovery or the enrichment of students. At an event that receives
coverage by local and national media, the Commencement speaker makes a strong statement
about the nature of the University and its ability
to attract high-proﬁle movers and shakers from
academia, politics, business, science or even entertainment. While he might disagree with such
an assessment, Trachtenberg is none of these.
The implications for fundraising and alumni
relations are perhaps most dire. A student body
that has complained about four years of bureaucratic nonsense, high fees and other frustrations
will perceive this speech as a ﬁnal slap in the face
before being called for a donation. Sufﬁce to say,
administrators should not be surprised if fundraising suffers from the class of 2007.
In an internal memo obtained by The Hatchet, a University spokesperson clearly speculates
that there may be objection and protests among
students in reaction to this decision. Shame on
GW administrators for acknowledging that
Trachtenberg’s position will infuriate people and
continuing with this course of action anyway.
Typically, highly-charged articles within The
Hatchet garner two or three letters to the editor.
Within the two hours following the breaking
news alert regarding the University’s decision,
the paper has received more than ﬁve letters
on the subject, with more on the way. Already,
Facebook groups with the sole intent of protesting Trachtenberg as the keynote speaker have
hundreds of members. While these measures are
not an ofﬁcial gauge of student opinion, they are
indicative of the overwhelming negative feeling
among that student body toward this decision.
Students feel cheated. While many may not
be keen enough to appreciate the importance of a
speaker not connected to the University, all realize that Trachtenberg is a speaker at Commencement each year, and that this year students will
merely be receiving one speaker for the price of
two. Additionally, plenty of confused students
may be wondering why they paid a $100 graduation fee for such a lackluster event.
During an interview with The Hatchet, Tracy
Schario, director of Media Relations, equated
Trachtenberg to the quality of past speakers such
as George H.W. Bush and Andy Rooney. Either
GW’s publicists are delusional, or they truly believe Trachtenberg will be an amazing orator.
In any case, it appears as if the administration
simply could not secure a better speaker and are
attempting to spin Trachtenberg as a worthy replacement.
If administrators care about the University’s
reputation, then they will reverse this decision
within the next few weeks by working overtime
to secure a speaker of substance. If, after exhausting all of their means, this is not a possibility, at
the very least, administrators should drop the
spin and just admit that they could not secure
a more appropriate Commencement speaker.
Trachtenberg could also show a bit more humility than he did during his interview with The
Hatchet, in which he claimed that GW considered asking the Queen of England to speak.
From a real former president at last years’
Commencement speech to a soon-to-be former
president of GW is not an admirable or appropriate transition for any University. Ultimately, administrators should prepare for a vocal response
to this decision, which signiﬁcantly diminishes
students’ ﬁnal experience at GW.
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Steven Knapp v. the First Amendment

tudents and faculty have versities may restrict speech does
lauded GW President-elect not make it right. Johns Hopkins
Steven Knapp with glow- could suspend students for inciviling praise since his hiring was ity just as easily as Jerry Falwell’s
announced last December. Highly Liberty University could suspend a
touted for his managerial, aca- student for blasphemy. But at least
demic and financial abilistudents at Liberty knew
ties, Knapp is expected to
what they were getting
accomplish great things at
into when they signed
JOHN
GW. What most students
up. How many kids comdon’t know about Knapp, MCCORMACK ing to a supposed bastion
however, are the more
of free inquiry like Johns
COLUMNIST
troubling aspects of his
Hopkins thought they
record at Johns Hopkins
could be suspended for
University regarding restriction of offending sacred cows?
free speech.
One of the defining free speech
During Knapp’s tenure as an cases during Knapp’s time at Johns
upper-level administrator at Johns Hopkins began last October when
Hopkins, that university infringed Justin Park, a student and social chair
upon free speech by punishing stu- of the school’s Sigma Chi fraternity,
dents for writings it found offensive posted an event on Facebook for a
and enacting an official university fraternity party entitled “Halloween
policy that states “rude, disrespect- in the Hood.” The invite employed
ful behavior ... will not be tolerated.” rhetoric stereotypical of so-called
Private universities are not subject “ghetto culture,” such as, “When ma
to the First Amendment, and Knapp f*ckin baby daddy git back, he’ll bust
has defended Johns Hopkins’ right ya in yo grill and git Sheniquah’s a**
to censor the speech of its students. back ova’ heea.”
Is this a policy we should expect
A university official ordered Park
him to bring to GW?
to remove the event; he initially
I hope not. Simply because uni- complied but later reposted an event

that included similar rhetoric. The
party aroused protests on campus
and nationwide. Hopkins responded by initially punishing Park with
a three-semester suspension, requiring him to perform community service and be educated about diversity
before returning to school.
Knapp defended the right to
punish Park, telling a group of Johns
Hopkins students, “If students are
intimidated, harassed or even sort
of scared off from an event, because
of the way in which the language
was couched, we regard that as an
area that the university can regulate,
because it is speech of the university.”
While Knapp’s logic is absurd,
its implications are frightening. At
least theoretically, leaders of student
groups could be punished for cracking jokes from Chappelle’s Show at
parties because it could be viewed
as “speech of the university.”
Even more troubling, Knapp
said, “There’s no way to define in
advance what counts as a violation .... You have to work these
things case by case.” So, is there any
way to know if stereotyping people

who live in trailer parks in rural
Maryland will incur the same penalty as stereotyping people who live
in the ghetto of Baltimore?
One of the foundations of the
United States is a government of
laws and not men. Should Knapp
enact a vague policy against “rude”
speech at GW, students could be
suspended at the whims of bureaucrats for crimes they do not even
know they are committing.
Incivility on college campuses is
indeed a cause for concern. College
should refine, rather than coarsen,
the character of students. But civility must not and cannot be created
by the coercive actions of speech
and thought police.
Do we doubt that in an open
arena we lack the ability to persuade others why some speech is
wrong or offensive? Or do we desire
speech codes because we simply
lack the courage to confront others?
We should have faith that through
the free exchange of ideas, truth will
conquer all.
–The writer, a senior majoring in
international affairs and history, is a
Hatchet columnist.

Embracing the corporatism so many detest

I

suppose that being a columnist means that in terms of both owned land in D.C. and employees
essentially, I get to complain to a large audi- in the District, you can’t run the show like a small
ence every two weeks. Some people probably liberal arts college in a rural college town.
read The Hatchet every issue just to see what people
Perhaps the most frequent complaint levied
are complaining about this time around.
against GW is how much we pay in annual tuition.
With this great power of complaining at my Don’t get me wrong – the fact that the class of 2011
disposal, I have decided to play my card this week. is paying upwards of $50,000 is unreal. However,
In Monday’s Hatchet, contributing opinions
administrators wouldn’t charge that much
editor Diana Kugel explained how GW often
money if they didn’t think people would
goes out of its way to make itself look better
pay it, just as Apple wouldn’t charge $300
than it actually is (“Unmasking GW,” Apr. 9,
for an iPod if they didn’t think people
p. 4). Kugel criticizes GW for planting flowwould pay it. The difference between
ers for springtime and presenting itself in an
these two organizations, however, is that
enthusiastic way during orientation. For me,
one actually offers abundant financial
it seems as if the column all but avoids using
assistance to partake in its product.
SAM
the “b” word to describe good old G-dub.
Part of being a successful business
The “b” word is none other than busiinvolves marketing, and GW has certainSALKIN
ness. You’ve probably heard the complaint
ly mastered this skill. Starting with the
before that accuses GW of being run like
murals on the walls of the visitor center
COLUMNIST
a corporation. Our logo, larger-than-life
and following through with the grand
administration and copious acronyms all
admissions packet we all received informpoint to a Fortune 500 company rather than a college ing us of our acceptance, GW has worked hard to
campus. Yet, through all of these perceived flaws, get and maintain our attention. Does GW play up
I’ve come to terms with a simple fact: GW is run like some of its strengths and ignore some of its flaws?
a business because it is one.
Absolutely! What kind of business makes a point of
Some look at this simple fact and shake their boasting about its inadequacies?
heads. Aren’t we here to be students rather than
Imagine if GW representatives told high school
shareholders, some may ask. Others wonder how seniors, “GW is D.C. and D.C. is GW, but stay away
we can come to terms with the confusing and from the Marvin Center basement for the next few
numerous titles of administrators. However, when months.” It would be a horrible business plan. Is
you come in second place to the federal government a laser light show at orientation a little gimmicky?

Maybe, but what it really boils down to is brand
loyalty. The Washington Nationals are giving out
free beer can coolers to the first 25,000 fans at their
game on May 11. It’s surely gimmicky, but you can
bet people will be there to take advantage of the
promotion.
Perhaps the single greatest advantage and the
single greatest detriment GW faces, as a business,
is our need to be dynamic. No business can survive without the willingness to make changes and
respond to the marketplace. Sometimes this yields
tremendous results. For instance, GW has decided
that in order to be competitive with other schools,
we must build a world-class science center to attract
top-notch students and more funding for research.
On the flip side, GW has decided it needs to emulate
other schools to be able to compete and is offering a flawed four-class, four-credit system to both
improve academics and cut costs.
Just as other universities have followed this
business mindset, GW needs to play the game to
stay competitive in the market. The “b” word isn’t
as horrible as everyone keeps cracking it up to be.
All businesses have flaws. Some pollute rivers, others use slave labor in developing countries. GW is
expensive and at times inefficient, but would you
really want to spend your tuition on such a large
enterprise that was being run like something other
than a business?
–The writer, a junior majoring in geography, is a
Hatchet columnist.

letters to the editor
Pay attention, GW
When I attended my last D.C.
Zoning Commission Hearing on GW’s
recently approved campus plan, I asked
myself, “where are the students?” Of
course many members of the Student
Association leadership were there
along with GW faculty, administrators
and staff; however, the students who
complain that the University doesn’t
do enough to inform the community
about its spending and plans could not
be found.
Perhaps these classmates missed
a number of articles in The Hatchet
discussing the progress at the hearings.
Perhaps they did not receive issues
of GWeekly discussing the campus
hearings, did not notice bulletin boards
encouraging students to get involved
at www.neighborhood.gwu.edu or
did not show up at one of a number
of residence hall meetings attended
by student members of the Square 54
committee.
I’m quite troubled about the
apparent trend to complain that GW
does not do enough to inform its
students or to say that University
ofﬁcials don’t try hard enough to
obtain student input or support. I’m
not saying that the University is perfect

– I’m on the non-guaranteed wait list
for housing next year – but on the issue
of the Campus Plan, the University
has gone above and beyond to reach
out to the student community. It’s now
the students’ turn to wake up and give
back.
–Giovanna Palatucci
Sophomore
Support the campus green fund
For the past year, the Senior Class
Gift Committee has been asking seniors
to give back to GW through a gift to the
University. In light of news of recent
tuition increases, this has not been an
easy task. However, the 2007 senior class
will graduate soon, and it is important
for us to give back to the University that
has given us so much.
Last fall, the senior class voted to
establish the Campus Green Fund as
our class gift. This is our personalized
stamp on the University, reﬂecting the
green trend that has grown during our
four years on campus. With funds from
the Campus Green Fund, the University
can add occupancy sensors to classrooms
that turn off the lights if no one is in the
room, install low-ﬂow showerheads
in residence halls to cut water use and
augment the current recycling program
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with more bins and the purchase of
more recycled materials.
To establish an endowment at
GW, $50,000 is needed, and the senior
class must raise this amount. We are
approaching this goal, but we still
need help. We ask every senior, parent
and member of the GW community to
donate during our ﬁnal month at GW.
The Senior Class Gift Committee will be
tabling all over campus until graduation
and we encourage everyone to donate,
no matter what your gift may be.
A good friend of mine once said,
“We are students here for four years, but
we will be alumni for life.” Give to the
Campus Green Fund because the legacy
of the Class of 2007 starts here.
–Katie Lux
Senior
Coordinator, Senior Class Gift
Committee
Marketing GW is no wrong deed
As a junior at GW who has been
a STAR tour guide since my freshman
year, I took serious offense to Diana
Kugel’s recent article regarding GW’s
admissions practices.
Pointing out that GW uses phrases
such as “residence hall” rather than
“dorm,” and “lower level” as opposed
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to “basement,” is not something on
which to base accusations that STARs
lie. The term dorm indeed denotes
a building that is somewhat more
austere than the typical one at GW.
Furthermore, a basement and a lower
level are the same thing, and any other
school would choose the latter term.
The author’s problems with her
tour guide’s evasive response about
campus dining seems insigniﬁcant, as
the GWorld card is accepted at nearly
100 area dining venues. A simple
biology class would also tell her that
ﬂowers blooming around this busy visit
time is a consequence of nature, not a
design of the admissions ofﬁce.
Furthermore, I can honestly say that
I have never, ever lied on a tour. In fact,
the tour guide manual clearly states that
“misinforming our visitors,” in any way,
“would be a negative reﬂection upon
GW.” As the STAR program becomes
more intense and selective, so does the
University. GW is thus not investing
in an image; they are investing in the
people that convey their experiences to
an ever-improving group of incoming
students, experiences that the author
herself notes are “not so bad.”
–Erica Evans
Junior
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Fire truck accidents up last year, review says
City claims truck
statistics do not
reﬂect reality
by Samantha Honig
Hatchet Reporter
Accidents in the District involving fire trucks increased by 25 percent in 2006, and fire officials have
responded with an updated driving
course for city firefighters.
There were 126 fire truck accidents this past year, according to
an article in The Washington Post.
Though most of the accidents were
minor, 20 people were injured.
Alan Etter, spokesperson for
the D.C. Fire Department, told The
Hatchet that the statistics don’t accurately describe the situation.
“For the most part, the accidents
we’re involved in are minor fenderbenders and don’t take the apparatus

out of service for that long,” Etter
said. He added that D.C. fire truck
accidents may seem more prevalent
because the reporting criteria for accidents are more stringent than in
other areas of the country.
Most of the time, it’s not the fire
truck drivers’ fault, Etter said.
“We don’t get much help from the
motorists out there. They’re racing
the fire trucks, trying to beat them to
the intersection,” Etter said. “In moving traffic situations, overwhelmingly the reason the accidents occur are
because of the civilian motorists.”
He added that motorists often neglect to pull over and stop when fire
trucks are approaching, which can
cause problems for those rushing to
a fire.
Landon Sewell, a firefighter with
Foggy Bottom’s Engine 23, said most
civilian drivers aren’t aware of the
difficult handling of the emergency
vehicles.
“A lot of people don’t have respect for the size of these trucks. It
takes a lot to slow it down,” Sewell

Model U.N.
drives group
by Lindsay Corcoran
Hatchet Staff Writer
Not many student organizations can say that hundreds of
teenagers flock to Foggy Bottom to
participate in their groups’ annual events. But the International
Affairs Society can.
While the group sponsors a
variety of speaker forums, seminars
and
student org. o u t r e a c h
activities, the
proﬁle most important events it
takes part in every year are Model
United Nation forums.
The group hosts a conference
in the fall for middle schoolers and
one in the spring for high schoolers. The last one brought about
570 high school students to GW.
The event brings together students
to solve mock international affairs
problems through delegation.
The organization is most
proud of their own members who
travel around the country to participate in these events.
“Our intercollegiate team is
our biggest expenditure, but I
think one of our biggest success
stories over the past couple of
years,” said Steve Ryan, chair of
the International Affairs Society.
This year, the team is participating in six Model U.N. meetings
in locations as far away as Canada
with one more scheduled before
the end of the year.
The organization’s main goal
is promoting international affairs
study and discussion to people of
all ages.
“We have a wide array of
activities. I like to think we have
something for everyone,” said
Ryan, a senior. “I think the most
common misconception about the

BLOGS
from p. 1
The Ofﬁce of Undergraduate
Admissions began interviewing
prospective student bloggers this
semester. Its Web site, along with
technical responsibilities, is hosted
by Hobsons EMT Chat University
– a company dedicated to higher
education communication.
“Those kinds of technologies
are the new and hot ways to reach
not only perspective students but
also their parents,” said Sara Snyder, a marketing specialist at Hobsons. “We offer this to universities
so they can reach students in ways
that they (students) want to be
reached.”
Senior Oliver Truong, a blogger, said that his experience on
the site has allowed him to make
meaningful connections with potential applicants. One family, he
said, contacted him through the
blog after they were unable to take
an ofﬁcial tour of the campus. Tru-

(organization) is that it is only for
international affairs students.”
While a majority of the society’s 350 members are students in
the Elliott School of International
Affairs, the group also boasts members from GW’s other schools.
“A lot of the interest that originally pulled me into the IAS was
my interests in politics and business,” said junior Ryan DeWerd, a
Business School student and executive board member of the IAS.
“Most people think I’m crazy
as a business major to want to be
involved in world affairs, but in
order to fully understand ... what
is driving the U.S. economy it is
necessary to understand what is
going on in the rest of the world,”
he said.
Other members said no matter
a student’s background, IAS can
be a place for them.
“It is also a ton of fun and I
have met some of my best friends
through my involvement in the
IAS, ” said Katie Garry, vice-chairman of the society.
Ryan also stressed the non-partisan nature of the IAS, something
that he believes is important.
“We have people as far right
and conservative as it gets and
people as far left and liberal as it
gets. We don’t discriminate,” Ryan
said.
Besides the Model U.N. conferences, the society organizes academic discussions. Last month, it
held a panel to discuss space policy
and international affairs. Speakers
at the event included current head
of the European Space Agency’s
Washington office, former senior
vice president of the European
Space Agency and the head of the
GW Space Policy Center and discussed issues related to the exploration of outer space. n
ong met the family and spoke extensively about GW over lunch.
“(Calling the admissions ofﬁce) is kind of intimidating for
some students,” Truong said. “So
blogging and e-mail allow you
to bring it down to the personal
level.”
High school senior Pat
McLendon, who is attending GW
next year, said it was good to hear
a fair portrayal of the University
before arriving in Foggy Bottom.
“It is one thing to hear the
‘students’ view’ – the students
being paid by the administration
to say certain things,” McLendon
said. “It’s another to hear actual
students’ views, saying ‘Yeah, you
have to stay up all night sometimes.”
In Ghana, McLaurin said that
his only major problem is keeping
up the posts despite the sometimes
unpredictable environment Ghana
provides.
“It can be difﬁcult to post at
times because the power goes out
a lot,” McLaurin said. “But I have
managed so far.” n

Healthy Volunteers Needed for Child
& Adolescent Mental Health Research
You may be eligible if you are:
• Between the ages of 10-17
• Medically healthy
• Free of current or past history of psychiatric illness
• Free of a history of head trauma with loss of consciousness
• Not currently taking any medication
Researchers at the NIMH are seeking healthy child and
adolescent volunteers to participate in studies on mood and
anxiety disorders. Participation in these studies may include a
physical exam, lab work, brain imaging, and/or psychological
interviews. The studies are conducted at the NIH Clinical
Center in Bethesda, Maryland.
Compensation is provided.

Please call:

301-594-8705

(TTY: 1-866-411-1010)

http://patientinfo.nimh.nih.gov

or for other studies: www.clinicaltrials.gov

National Institute of Mental Health

National Institutes of Health, Department of Health & Human Services

said. “People have to realize that
these things don’t maneuver like a
Corvette or some type of sports car.”
D.C.’s fire trucks are about eight
feet wide and 31 feet long, Sewell
said. The 750 gallons of water on
board also gives the truck a slow
brake time.
Pedestrians’ carelessness also
poses a major hazard for fire trucks,
Sewell said. The firefighter added
that people often cross the street and
talk on cell phones, even while fire
trucks approach.
“You’ve got to wonder ... what
conversation could you possibly
have or what can you be doing that
could distract you from not hearing
all these noises ... and seeing this big
red truck coming towards you, and
(not stop),” Sewell said.
Sewell and Etter said it is a serious problem when a fire truck gets
into an accident because a new truck
must be sent to the fire – elongating
the response time.
See FIRE TRUCKS, p. 11

Nick Gingold/assistant photo editor

A D.C. Fire Department truck leaves after responding to smoke at the Watergate
last October. Accidents involving ﬁre trucks increased 25 percent in 2006.

PREVENT

CRIME!

What is the most prevalent crime on campus?
Property crimes are the most prevalent crimes, with an average
of 500-600 thefts reported to UPD annually.

How can I protect myself from this and other crimes while on campus?
• Report all suspicious activity to UPD immediately.
• Never take personal safety for granted.
• Try to avoid walking alone at night. Use the UPD Escort or Colonial Express shuttle bus service when you
must travel around campus at night.
• Limit your alcohol consumption, and leave social functions that get too loud, too crowded, or that have too
many people drinking excessively. Remember to call UPD or the Metropolitan Police Department for help at
the ﬁrst sign of trouble.
• Carry only small amounts of cash.
• Never leave valuables (wallets, purses, books, calculators, laptops, backpacks, etc.) unattended.
• Carry your GWorld card at all times, and do not lend it to anyone.
• Lock up bicycles and motorcycles. Lock car doors and close windows when leaving your car.
• Do not leave valuables in your car or in full view.
• Always lock and deadbolt the door to your residence hall room when sleeping; lock your room, especially
when you are not there; keep windows closed and locked when you are not at home.
• Engrave serial numbers or owner’s recognizable numbers or markings, such as a driver’s license number,
on all items of value (this service, called Operation Identiﬁcation, is available at UPD).
Well-meaning programs and services cannot completely eliminate the negligent or irresponsible acts of careless
individuals. The best that we can do is minimize the possibilities. Safety is a shared responsibility. Members
of the University community must assume responsibility for their own personal safety and the security of their
personal property.

How do I report a serious incident?
You should immediately call 994-6111, which is the emergency number at UPD. An ofﬁcer will
take a statement from you regarding the incident, including what transpired, a description of
subjects (if applicable), witnesses, and anything relevant concerning the crime scene. When you
ﬁle a report, you are not obligated to continue with legal proceedings. Remember, you can choose
whether or not to participate in proceedings at any point. We do recommend reporting incidents to
help prevent further victimization, to apprehend the assailant, and to seek justice for the wrong
that has been done to you.

What kind of Crime Prevention Programming does UPD have in place?
The George Washington University Police Department provides a range of services to bolster
Crime Prevention in the GW community on a regular basis. These services range from information
and training to emergency and safety services. Some examples of these services include Rape
Aggression Defense (RAD) classes, Operation ID & bike registration services, and the Escort
Service. The best way to utilize all the services that UPD provides is to familiarize yourself with
them! Visit our Web site at http://gwired.gwu.edu/upd for more information.
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Umphrey’s McGee on why they’re not a jam-band
by David McConaghay
Hatchet Reporter

Courtesy Michael Weintrob

(Left to right) Umphrey’s McGee is Jake Cinninger, Kris Myers, Joel Cummins, Ryan Stasik, Andy
Farag and Brendan Bayliss. The Midwestern band returns to the District after performing two
shows here in 2006.

Umphrey’s McGee returns to the 9:30 Club
Saturday night. Their rigorous touring schedule
brought them to D.C. twice in 2006, and they’re
back this spring in support of their brand new
double album, “The Bottom Half.”
The waking scratch of a muttered “Hello” greets
me on the phone. Bassist Ryan Stasik reassures me
that he is just rolling out of bed in Knoxville, Tenn.,
after a show in North Carolina the night before. My
perky voice must be unfairly irritable, but he is cordial nonetheless as I badger him about jam bands.
“I listen to a lot of progressive metal, or R&Btype music from the 70s. I do enjoy the jam-band
stuff, but it’s not in my player … We kind of get
lumped into that scene, but I don’t think anybody
[in the band] is listening to it.”
For those unfamiliar, Umphrey’s McGee has
made their name playing expansive progressive
rock. Their complex songwriting leads to distant
explorations, and can leave the untrained ear lost
at times. Originally out of South Bend, Ind., and
since relocated to Chicago, Umphrey’s has built
their reputation on wild live shows, complete with
off-the-cuff covers and at times endless noodling,
searching until they find a big finish and everyone
gets excited.
Umphrey’s new two-disc set was released
in stores April 3. The first disc is comprised of
10 original tunes more or less left over from the
recording sessions for their 2005 release, “Safety In
Numbers.” Though hardly groundbreaking for the
band, “The Bottom Half” is a diverse and valuable

collection of songs to be added to their already
vast catalog. “Bright Lights, Big City” is a hardrock head-nodder early in the album, a song sure
to translate well to the stage. “Atmosfarag” on the
other hand, stands out as a trance-y, more electronically oriented track. The album finishes with the
heartfelt “Home,” a smooth and quiet guitar-based
song of not a few cliché lyrical themes, but a nice
song nonetheless.
Stasik was happy to explain about the second
disc of the new album. “Our soundman tapes
pretty much everything while we’re recording. So,
a lot of it is just us in the studio, talking about, ‘Hey.
there’s this big idea,’ or ‘Whadd’you think about
this,’ and the editing’s not really there, it’s just
kind of what happened, different splices of different sections to see how we actually put the record
together, you know, what made it and what didn’t.
So it’s more for those people who want to know
how things work from the ground up.”
Since 1998, Umphrey’s have been gathering
new fans at every stop around the world. For a
band averaging 150 shows a year since 2001, they
have a veritable army of admirers at this point. On
Saturday night, the 9:30 Club is sure to be packed
with smelly dreads and uptight adults (and A LOT
of high school kids) all alike. And for the curious
many who remain in the dark, Mr. Stasik may
have summed it up best just for you, describing
Umphrey’s as “a pleasant, aggressive experience.”
Umphrey’s McGee will be at the 9:30 Club on
Saturday. Tickets are $20. It is an early show, with doors
at 5:30. Brothers Past will open.
The Bottom Half is their new album and is available in stores and on iTunes. n

Todd Reynolds:
innovative and
overlooked
by Jake Hyman
Hatchet Staff Writer

AN ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE FOR THE
CASH-STRAPPED COLLEGE STUDENT

$5 - $10 - $20

Popular culture leads us to see the world of music
through filtered glasses. Oftentimes, these filters only let
through the worst of the worst. In the fray, many artists
and even entire genres of music go overlooked.
In 1988, a young 23-year-old in Rochester, N.Y., made
a name for himself as the principal second violin of the
Rochester Philharmonic playing music by the likes of
Stravinsky and Tchaikovsky, among others. Almost 20
years later, Todd Reynolds is a self-described “hardcore
avant-garde musician.” Reynolds founded the Kronos
Quartet-inspired Ethel in 2000 (from which he is now two
years removed), with the goal of creating an independent
project that would allow him to musically and artfully
express himself, while at the same time supporting composers and fearless improvisation.
For almost six years, he was a main contributing
performer and composer, but Reynolds says those times
have “run their course.” Now, having moved on from
Ethel, which is still thriving even in his absence, he is
cultivating a budding solo career. His first EP release,
aptly titled “Todd Reynolds,” come out this April and he
will be joining experimental group The Books on their
upcoming tour (which, coincidentally, stops at the 9:30
Club April 17).
Reynolds’ new solo path has helped him learn a lot
about composition, and his exploring has led him to discover his “single voice.” Though he is happier now with
his musical path, he still looks forward to playing with
ensembles because he is “an improviser at heart.” It is
his exploratory nature that led Reynolds to befriend The
Books.
Having toured with them once before, Reynolds
seems youthfully excited about the unique opportunity to
“bounce” his work off of a younger audience. “There is a
particular kind of listener for The Books,” Reynolds said.
“Last time, I knew I liked these people.” Though he and
The Books have only been close friends for a year or so,
Reynolds was a long-time fan of the unique sampling and
mixing techniques used in the production of their music.
It is this originality that Todd Reynolds shares most in
common with The Books.
When Reynolds listens to his music now, he says to
himself, “I don’t know what style that is” (though his
friends have labeled it “quantum ambient”). That’s just in
his nature . . . to be different. “I just can’t emulate styles
anymore to fit in,” says the Steve Reich-ian violinist, who
is proudly steeped in minimalism.
Reynolds’ passion and giddy excitement are contagious, and the prospect of experiencing his real-time
composition in person in the coming days fills one with
a similar feeling. So why, oh why, is Todd Reynolds not a
well-known musician? Is it his dedication to the classics,
or his incessant strive to drive music forward? He is a
true innovator, and if he continues to explore new musical
paths he will no doubt open new ones for all of us.
Todd Reynolds will be opening for and playing with The
Books on Tuesday, April 17 at the 9:30 Club. Tickets are still
available at $15, and doors are at 6:00. n

If you have

$5

Buy a snack on Saturday night and
take in a movie at American City
Diner at 5532 Connecticut Ave. N.W.
The movie Saturday is Casablanca,
the 1942 classic about Americans in
Northern Africa during World War
II. Humphrey Bogart plays Rick, the
surly bar owner with the heart of gold
for Ingrid Bergman’s Ilsa. Keep on the
lookout for the worst form of cheating in film history (hint: it involves a
concentration camp). n

Courtesy Special Ops Media

In “Operation Homecoming,” documentary ﬁlmmakers go straight to the source: the soldiers themselves. Airing
Sunday on PBS, the piece concentrates on the individuals involved in the Iraq War rather than the politics.

Bringing the war home

by John Shortino
Hatchet Staff Writer
The problem with making a film
about the War in Iraq is getting people
to actually watch it, filmmakers Richard
Robbins and Tom Yellin say. With so
much political debate surrounding the
ongoing conflict, it is difficult to ask an
audience to understand or sympathize
with the human aspect of the war.
In “Operation Homecoming”
(Sunday, 10 p.m., PBS), Robbins and
Yellin present a strong effort to humanize
a war that we are used to seeing through
the distant lenses of CNN. The filmmakers accomplish this feat by telling it
through the eyes of those who are closest
to the conflict: the soldiers.
Through collaboration with the
National
Education
Association,
Department of Defense and PBS, Robbins
assembled a collection of short pieces of
writing ranging from poetry about tanks
under assault to a black humor piece

If you have

$10

Borrow $5 and dance your ass off
on Tuesday at 9:30 Club. Ratatat
will be playing a late show, with
doors at 10 p.m., and it’s wellworth staying up for. Mike Stroud
and Evan Mast make some of the
most infectious beats in the business, rocking hook after hook like
it’s their job, which I guess it is.
Anyway, they’re rock kids who
dig Jay-Z, which is a pretty good
place to start. n

about day-to-day life in Iraq. It turns out
that while being shot at and shooting
back is not much “fun,” one of the more
troublesome aspects of deployment is
that the food sucks.
It is a much different view than anything else that has come from the war
and both of these extremes are presented
with a shocking kind of immediacy: this
is not something that happened, it is
happening.
The stories and poetry that appear
in the film are approached in interesting, and sometimes shocking, ways by
the film’s voice talents (which include
Robert Duvall and John Krasinski of
“The Office”). They are illustrated in a
variety of media, including an animated
segment that was one of the most effective moments of the entire film.
There is a successful attempt in the
film to give the writing from the Iraq
War a place in the tradition of war writing. Quotes flash across the screen from
Hemingway and “Jarhead,” while writ-

If you have

ers such as Tobias Wolff appear to talk
about the nature of writing during war.
“Operation Homecoming” is a shocking film. We see, for perhaps the first
time in this war, that the soldiers fighting
the battles are just normal people. They
have flaws, biases, fear and hate, which
all come across during the film’s different segments.
It is a film that really forces the viewer to think about the individuals themselves rather than the political meaning
of their actions.
It’s refreshing to see a film go to such
efforts to depoliticize the war. Viewing
“Operation Homecoming” refreshes
one’s sense of war as a human struggle
instead of a political talking point or a
news story. The film is by no means perfect – there are parts that can seem a little
too long, or parts that feel like the director
is re-treading the same ground – but it is
an honest look at the nature of war writing, and the knowledge that everything
written is still happening – right now. n

$20

How often to you get to hear one
of the best emcees of all time live?
Well, you’ve got a chance on Friday.
Go to Love at 1350 Okie St., N.E. at
8 p.m. to hear street poet Nas. He
still hasn’t topped Illmatic, but this
is okay since, you know, maybe
three or four other people in the
history of hip-hop have topped
Illmatic. Anyway, his latest, Hip
Hop Is Dead, is his best since his
debut, so check him out. n

by Jeﬀrey
Parker
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Joe Rogan opens up about
sensory deprivation tanks

Thursday, April 12, 2007

BARbelle
Urbana

by David McConaghay
Hatchet Reporter

2121 P St., N.W.
Graduation looms, which means that it’s
crunch time to find a job, a husband, and
the youth, beauty and self-respect you’ve
wasted away in your time here at George
Washington. It’s also time for you to convince
your parents that you’ve been doing more
than just drinking beer for the past four years
– so take them to a wine bar and show ‘em
you’ve been drinking wine, too!
This past weekend, I did just that. On
Friday, my mother graced me with her presence. While I owe my hair color and Mr.
Darcy obsession to my mother, my love for
beer comes from my dad, who used to brew
beer himself, but now stocks his refrigerator
with Sierra Nevada and – it’s deep in the
genes, somewhere – cans of Miller Light. My
mom, though, drinks almost exclusively red
wines, and so when she stopped into the district on Saturday, Urbana fit the bill for a nice
spot to grab dinner and a drink.
Urbana is your typical wine bar: dark
lighting, modern interior, and a haughty attitude. It’s also the perfect place to act like an
adult for a couple hours, now that you can
drink with your parents without having to
scramble to refill their secret liquor bottles
with water.
Urbana boasts both a hip lounge and a
full restaurant, so you can sit down for a full
meal (they serve breakfast, lunch and dinner) or stick to the bar area for drinks and
appetizers. The place also boasts some clearly
bourgeois sensibilities, which point to why
it’s one D.C. bar that’s conspicuously void of
the college set. Case in point: when one client
called across the bar that he “had a new shot
everyone should try,” the bartender replied
mildly that “we don’t serve shots at this
bar.” The shot, apparently, is simply a trifling
amusement to pacify the working class.

What Urbana does serve are Scotch flights
(bougie), French Pastis cocktails (bougier),
and – you guessed it – wine (bougiest!). The
wines ranges from $7 to $13 by the glass.
By the bottle, prices range from $32 for a
Ravenswood up to $340 for a 2002 Opus One
– which, at over 100 times the price of Charles
Shaw, better be damn good wine.
In true bougie fashion, Urbana refuses
to call its Happy Hour a Happy Hour – at
Urbana, it goes by the French and Italian custom of “Apertif.” “Apertif Hour” lasts from
4 to 7, a time the menu insists is “Socially
Acceptable” – proving that even those well
out of college can find an excuse for drinking
before sundown.
During Apertif, Urbana offers a selection of wines for 5 bucks a glass and cuts
the price of Pastis drinks in half. The real
draw, though, is the cheap food, especially
the thin-crust pizzas, which range from 10 to
15 bucks but are only $7 during Apertif, and
are larger than you’d expect. I’m sure that at
night, the forces of labor behind Urbana go
home and revel in the delicious irony of serving a plebian pizza-pie at such a high-class
establishment.
To be fair, the staff and the crowd at
Urbana is painfully nice, the food and drinks
are delicious, and the Apertif Hour is really
quite affordable. Still, if I had my way, I’d get
all of GW to forgo McFaddens one Tuesday,
wriggle their way through Urbana’s urbane
clientele, and down 5-buck Pastis after 5-buck
Pastis like it’s candy until the lounge turns
into a cesspool of STD’s and vomit. So let’s
do it, GW. Next Tuesday. Your mother will be
so proud. n

Bar Belle Rating

Check out arts online

@ www.GWHATCHET.com
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came up, TV-wise, I’d really like to do something uncensored, like what Tom Green has set
up, or something.”
Joe Rogan is a multi-tasking comedian,
Later this year, Rogan will be hosting the
perhaps most popularly known as the host of Marijuana Policy Project party at the Playboy
Fear Factor. He is an announcer for Ultimate Mansion. He is a strong advocate for legalizaFighting Championship and once played a sar- tion and took the opportunity to talk about
castic handyman with prickly five o’clock gruff impractical drug policy.
constantly on the sitcom classic “NewsRadio.”
“Any law that’s based on lies … should be
These days Rogan wants to be known as taken off the books, and marijuana laws are
a stand-up comedian. His second comedy CD clearly based on lies. It’s all based on bullshit
came out this week.
propaganda that was released in the 1930s.
“Honestly, I think what I want to do right It’s definitely not something where they’re
now is just stand-up; I don’t think I want to do trying to protect people, and now it’s not
anything else. I guess if something really cool just a situation of economics, but it’s a situation of social control, because
smoking marijuana, eating it,
whatever, makes you question things, and that’s not
good for the government.”
Speaking of drugs and
out-of-body
experiences,
Rogan said a large device in
his basement provides a “psychedelic state” for him. It’s a
sensory deprivation tank, he
said, that’s filled with 93.5degree water and 800 pounds
of Epsom salts.
“(Y)ou’re incredibly buoyant, and you lie in this thing
and close the lid on it and
you’re in total silence, total
darkness, and when you’re
floating, you can’t feel where
the water begins, or the air
ends. It just – it feels like
you’re flying through space.”
“And in the absence of sensory input, of sight and touch
and hearing, what happens
is your brain induces a natural psychedelic state, and you
have these incredible visions,
and you have this incredible
sense of connectivity. And it’s
really like a psychedelic experience without drugs, and I
do this all the time. I mean it’s
in my basement, I’m in there
all the time, and I’m in there
for hours … I’ve just become
more enthralled in the whole
mystery of being than I was
before.”
Sounds like a device that
might be used in Fear Factor.
Or, judging by his interests
these days, maybe fodder for
a stand-up routine. n
Courtesy Dan Dion
Joe Rogan’s new CD,
He looks funny when he’s not getting you to eat intestines,
Happy Shiny Jihad, is in
doesn’t he? Joe Rogan wants to be known for comedy.
stores now.
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REACTIONS
from p. 1

“I’ve heard (Trachtenberg)
speak enough. I don’t want to
hear him speak again,” senior
Salar Samii said.
Some students have turned
to the Internet to voice their
opinion, many using networking groups on Web sites such

as Facebook.com. Such groups
include a “Petition Against
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg as
Commencement Speaker,” “GW
Students Against Trachtenberg
as the Keynote Commencement
Speaker” and “Turn Your Back on
Trachtenberg,” which senior Alex
Hoover created.
Hoover started the group
out of “general outrage,” he said.
Although Hoover said he respects
what Trachtenberg has done dur-

LSAT

ing his term at GW, his group is
calling for graduates to turn their
back during his speech.
A sign in the entrance to Ivory
Tower directed students to a petition posted on a door to a room
on the seventh floor.
Robert Chernak, senior vice
president of student and academic support services, who came to
GW with Trachtenberg in 1988
from the University of Hartford,
said he thought the decision was

*

The Most Complete
Prep Available
��Personal set of every released LSAT
��7 day-a-week instructor hotline
��Resources engineered to help you score higher
(Q-Rater, Stratosphere and more)
��Exclusive strategies for every question type tested
��LSAT Strategy Sheet: Key skills all in one place
��LSAT Extreme: The most intensive LSAT Prep

Don’t settle.

Higher LSAT score guaranteed.**

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/lsat

News

fitting.
“President Trachtenberg is
graduating this year also, so why
should he not be the graduation
speaker?” he wrote in an e-mail
Wednesday.
“I would hope that graduating students, parents and faculty
keep an open mind and not cast
aside without due consideration
the merits of this honor,” he
added.
Some students said, however, that the outgoing president’s
address would be an appropriate
way to end his tenure.
“I think Trachtenberg has
done a lot of good things and
some questionable things, but at
the end of the year he deserves
to run the show,” senior Daniel
Balke said.
Sandy Sobelman, the mother
of senior Scott Sobelman, emphasized her respect for Trachtenberg

but said compared to previous
years’ speakers, she was expecting a “big name.”
“I am somewhat disappointed
for my son, myself and the traveling members who are coming
to Commencement,” Sobelman
said.
Reaction from faculty members who have often been critical
of Trachtenberg was mixed.
“I think it’s a bit presumptuous to put Trachtenberg as the
headliner, but at least he’s an
academic person,” said William
Griffith, chair of the philosophy
department. “I think it represents
an unwarranted presumption that
the students want to hear him.”
Economics
professor
Anthony Yezer said he looks forward to hearing Trachtenberg’s
Commencement address.
“As a faculty member, I’ll be
interested in hearing what he has

to say after 19 years,” he said. “I
would get almost nothing out of
listening to another politician.”
Other University officials
defended Trachtenberg as the
keynote speaker.
“I
think
President
Trachtenberg has earned the right
to be the Commencement speaker
and I hope the graduating class
will give him the same respect as
any other Commencement speaker,” said Tracy Schario, director of
Media Relations.
“He’s personally responsible
for a lot of their University experience and I would think that they
would want to honor him and be
proud that he’s the University
Commencement speaker this
year.” n
–David Ceasar, Jennifer Easton,
Hadas Gold, Elise Kigner, Andrew
Ramonas and Sean Redding
contributed to this report.

SJT

GW Law School in 1964, served
as the chair of the Democratic
National Committee for four
years in the mid-1980s and as
an ambassador to the Dominican
Republic in the late 1990s. He
started his own law firm in D.C.
and has been chair of the Board of
Trustees for the last six years.
“I suspect rarely do we have
a graduate who is the chairman
of the Board of Trustees and has
developed, with many other
good people, a law firm of over
42 years, be the graduation speaker,” Manatt said in a statement.
“It will be fun to share with the
graduates the view that indeed
you can develop a firm; practice
excellent law; and yet be very
active in community, charitable
and political happenings in our
society.”
Cropp, who will also speak
at the Commencement ceremony,
said she was invited to participate
in the graduation event about a
month ago. Her husband, Dwight
Cropp, is an associate professor of
public policy and public administration at GW.
Schario said Cropp’s longserving commitment to public
service is a reason the University

to invited her.
“On the face of it, the fact
that she has been a prominent
member of the City Council and
GW has had very strong ties with
the District of Columbia, and it
makes natural sense that we’d
recognized one of its longestserving representatives,” Schario
said.
Perhaps tongue in cheek,
perhaps not, Trachtenberg only
cited one specific person who
was an alternative to him as keynote speaker. Though, according
to officials in London, Queen
Elizabeth II was never invited.
A
spokesperson
at
Buckingham Palace said even
though she was “not aware of an
invitation” to the British monarch
from the University, the queen
couldn’t speak at Commencement
anyway since her visit to the
United States ends in early May.
“Because she’s not in the country
on that date – and she will have
returned from her state visit – she
unfortunately won’t be able to be
there,” said Communications and
Press Secretary Penny RussellSmith. n
–David Ceasar contributed to
this report.

just hard to imagine someone
(doing) something like that.”
The foremen usually know
most of the day-laborers the
business hires, Myers said. He
added that he will tell Rogers,
the supervisor for work at TONIC, to only take on people he is
familiar with.
Administrators are examining GW’s policies with contractors in light of the reported
assault, said Matt Lindsay, assis-

tant director of Media Relations.
He said the University requires
contractors to comply with federal and local laws but wasn’t
sure if any were broken in this
case.
Lindsay added that the situation didn’t escalate because of
the police’s response, but that
ofﬁcials are “always reassessing needs and concerns” about

from p. 1
be to “help us gage [sic] if there
will be a protest or demonstration
so we can plan accordingly.”
Director of Media Relations
Tracy Schario, who is listed as the
author of the memo, declined to
comment on the document. She
said the University is planning to
officially announce the complete
list of Commencement speakers
and honorary degree recipients
by next week.
Last year, former U.S.
President George H.W. Bush
and first lady Barbara Bush
were the keynote speakers at
Commencement and U.S. Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid, a
Law School graduate, addressed
law students at their graduation.
Schario said Wednesday that
it is not uncommon for a university president to be a commencement speaker at his or his
school. She added that Amherst
College President Anthony Marx
will address the school’s graduating class this year.
Manatt, who graduated from

ASSAULT
from p. 1

*LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admissions Council, Inc. **Conditions and restrictions apply.
For complete guarantee eligibility requirements, visit kaptest.com/hsg. The Higher Score Guarantee only applies to Kaplan courses taken and completed within the United States, Canada, Mexico, the United Kingdom, and France.

The head of the company
McCartney worked for on Friday said he was shocked by the
news of the alleged assault.
“That’s hard to believe,”
said Dave Myers, president of
American Professional Masonry.
“I’m not saying it’s not true; it’s

LOOKING FOR A MOTEL WHERE
YOU CAN REST IN PEACE?
At the Pinewood Motel we feature:
Free Movies
• A Staff That’s Up To Snuff
• Killer Views
•

For Reservations
Please Call

1-888-9-VACANCY
(Toll Free)
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FIND OUT WHY EVERYONE
IS DYING TO STAY HERE!

See CRIME, p. 11

CRIMELOG
Disorderly Conduct
4/7/07 – Potomac House
– 1:00 a.m. – case closed
The University Police Department responded to a noise
complainant. Ofﬁcers knocked
on the door of the room, and a
female individual answered. She
said she was not a student, and
she did not have an ID. She left
the scene but was later identiﬁed
as a GW student.
– Referred to Student Judicial
Services
Drug Law Violation
4/3/07 – 605 22nd St. N.W.
– 10:49 p.m. – case closed
UPD responded to a call from
health and safety inspectors who
indicated that drug paraphernalia was present. Upon inspection, several hookahs were conﬁscated, and one tested positive
for marijuana. There were no
residents present at the time of
inspection.
– Referred to SJS
4/3/07 – Madison Hall
– 3:00 p.m. – case closed
Health and safety inspectors
notiﬁed UPD and GW Housing
Programs staff to conduct an
administrative search for drugs.
Various items were conﬁscated,
including drugs and drug paraphernalia. 98.8 grams of marijuana were conﬁscated. No resident was present at the time.
– Referred to SJS
Liquor Law Violation
4/6/07 – 12:01 a.m. – Thurston Hall – case closed
A UPD ofﬁcer observed a male
unafﬁliated with the University enter Thurston. He was in possession of someone else’s GWorld
and attempted to enter Thurston
with it. He appeared intoxicated,
and UPD stopped and assessed
the individual as needing medical
attention. He was transported to
the GW Hospital.
– Subject barred from campus
4/6/07 – Marvin Center
– 3:16 a.m. – case closed
A male subject attempted to
enter the Marvin Center on the
H Street side. The male appeared to be intoxicated. The
name he gave UPD matched
the name on the license, but
the picture did not match his
face. The license belonged to
the subject’s brother, who is a
GW student.
– Subject barred from campus
–compiled by Ashley Roberts
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CLASSIFIEDS

Dylan Brogan, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email:
classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web:
gwhatchet.com/classifieds

160 - ORGANIZATIONS

250 - ROOMMATES
WANTED

GW TOASTMASTERS Want to improve
your public speaking skills. Come join us!
More info at http://studentorgs.gwu.edu/
gwutoastmasters.

505 - GENERAL

GRADUATING? NO JOB?
Careerstone Group can help. We
specialize in launching young careers.
Let our expert career coaches get you
started immediately. Action plans,
interview skills, job search secrets,
and more. Donít leave your future to
chance. Contact us today @ www.
careerstonegroup.com. 202-595-1328.

2-3 ROOMMATES WANTED for part or
all of May-August. 2BR in Flats at Dupont
Circle (2000 N St., 5 min to GWU and Dupont Metros). Cheaper than GW Housing:
$550-$825/mo. per person ($1650/mo.
divided among new roommates). Email
Steve: skolbert@gwu.edu.

CIVILIZATION TOURNAMENT: Do
you think you got what it takes to be
the CIV IV champion?! Then come
compete at The Gaming League’s
Civilization IV Tournament this
Saturday, April 14th from 3:00 to
10:00pm! The tournament will be
held at Tompkins Hall in room 411.

FEMALE ROOMIES WANTED! 2 Rooms
avail 6/1 in house w/ other female grads.
1 mi to Ballston Metro, free parking, big
closets, $700 + Utils. Call 703-528-7419.

14TH GRADE PLAYERS PRESENT
LARGO DESOLATO
a play by Václav Havel adapted
by Tom Stoppard and direct by
Paula Van Laningham. A dissident
writer sits at home, terriﬁed that
the next knock on the door will be
the police, come to take him to
jail for his political writings. Paralyzed with fear, he is visited by
friends, lovers, and well-wishers,
each of whom torture him in their
own way. Showing April
12th, 13th, 14th at 8pm and 3pm
on the 15th at Lisner Downstage.
$5 at the door.

255 - SUBLETS OFFERED

APTS FOR RENT Modern 2-story Apt w/
wall-to-wall carpet, central air, dishwasher. Washer & dryer inside the unit. Large
enough for 3 people. Short walking distance to campus. $2650 per month starting June 1, 2007 until May 31st, 2008.
Call Ron for preview 202-251-7500 or
ronroudi@ﬁrstnationwidemgmt.com

610 - CHILD CARE
SITTERS WANTED. $10+/HOUR Register FREE for jobs at: student-sitters.com.

DJ’S WANTED for Bars in Mid Town and
Capital Hill. Music and equipment provided. We will train qualiﬁed candidates.
Must Be 21. Call Sean 240-351-5693.

GREAT SUMMER JOB! Green Acres
Day Camp in Rockville, MD is seeking
enthusiastic and responsible people to be
counselors, head counselors (21 years &
older) and Unit Leaders (experience required; 21 years & older). Six week position ñ June 14th ñ July 27th Great pay!
Rewarding job! Fun atmosphere! Call 301468-8110 or email camp@greenacres.org
for more information.
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THE PERFECT PART-TIME JOB! The
Studio Theatre, Washingtonís home for
contemporary theatre, seeks energetic,
articulate individuals for our subscription
sales team. Evening and weekend hours.
5 blocks from the Dupont Metro. Hourly
and commission pay, plus great bonus
potential. Free tickets to the shows,
too! Email cover letter and rÈsumÈ to
lance@studiotheatre.org.

A NEW CORPORATE FITNESS CENTER in downtown DC is looking for talented personal trainers. Beneﬁts include:
ï Earning potential up to $65,000 a year ï
Flexible schedule ï New client leads ï Potential for advancement within the company. If you hold a national certiﬁcation,
have a degree in a ﬁtness related area,
or have 2+ years experience, please
contact us! Both part time and full time
positions are available. Please contact
mike@worldgymﬁt.com.

ADOPTION Happy and loving couple
wishes to adopt an infant. Medical and
legal expenses paid. Call Linda and
Ian 703-217-8204. Visit website: www.
lindaandian.com

CLARIDGE HOUSE: 1BED/1BATH. INDOOR RESERVED PARKING. 25 & K.
24-HOUR SECURITY, POOL, FITNESS.
MODERN. SPONGED WALLS. HARDWOODS, TILING, 9TH FLOOR VIEW.
SPACIOUS FOR 2. AVAILABLE AUGUST
2007. EMAIL JMARBER@YAHOO. COM
WITH CONTACT INFO.

SERVERS AND HOSTS NEEDED Elephant and Castle Pub and Restaurant is
hiring. Located in the heart of downtown,
blocks from the White House and minutes from the Capitol, we have become
a favorite hang out for area professionals. High volume, huge patio & fun atmosphere make it a great place to work.
Currently we are seeking SERVERS &
HOSTS 1201 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20004 Tel: 202-3477707 1 block from Metro Center

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT SOHO Tea
and Coffee. Full-time and part-time. Must
be able to do weekends and graveyard
shifts. Call 202-463-7646.

615 - FULL TIME

499 - ADOPTIONS

!BARTENDING! UP TO $300/DAY No
experience necessary. Training provided.
800-965-6520x171.

PART TIME HELP WANTED Au Bon
Pain Bakery Cafes now hiring PT help
- all positions/all locations. Flexible work
schedule - No Grease/No Grill!!! Apply in
person every Tuesday 3pm sharp Au Bon
Pain corner of 19th & M Streets

270 - SALE DC

245 - RENT DC

675 - SUMMER JOBS

665 - PART TIME

EARN $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on them.
www. AdDriveTeam.com.

DUPONT FULL 1 BD CONDO GEM
Throwing money away? Own for less
than rent! $299,500 (as low as $1500 in
total monthly payment). Open house every Sunday from 1p-5p. Perfect location!
5 minute walk from Dupont Circle and
Foggy Bottom Metro stations and GWU
in upscale, beautiful neighborhood. Roof
deck pool for parties & sunning. Spacious
layout, stainless steel appliances, plenty
of closet space in a newly renovated, pet
friendly building. Please contact Julie to
visit at 202-365-3506. 1260 21st St, NW,
#107.

665 - PART TIME

STAFF NEEDED FOR
SPRING EVENTS!
We are currently seeking:
BARTENDERS / SERVERS
COOKS & CHEFS
Apply in person
at 1432 Duke Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
Between the hours of 10am-6pm
Monday thru Saturday Or
Email: jobs@penguinstaff.com

STORAGE
Summer Storage Available. R Street
Self Storage is your summer storage
solution ! 175 R Street NE Metro via
NY Ave red line Clean, convenient,
climate controlloed and cheap ! Call
today for special student rates 202 529STOR (7867)
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Need Help Finding
a Roommate?

HELP WANTED: Part Time opportunity
at Washington Deli and Pizza Deli. Work
as little as one day a week, just 3 hours.
Good pay, free pizza. Very ﬂexible. We
need a little lunch time help. Call or Email
Jim.

Place a FREE
classiﬁeds ad to ﬁnd
your future roomie
fast!

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT needed
for general dentistry practice near GW.
Computer literate, good verbal and typing
skills required for managing schedule and
treatment plans. Tuesday through Friday
7:45 to 4:45. Fax resume to (202) 2237590
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We accept American Express,
Discover, MasterCard, and VISA cards, as well as
cash & checks through the office.

Email inquiries to
classifeds@gwhatchet.com
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33
Book
27 Guinness
Mean

suffix

11 “Thou
___ not
Exchange

31 Majestic
34 Catcherʼs
33 position
Mean

…”

Enjoy 5-Down
65 Conclude
hills
35 Comedian
Scratch
36
11 Belly muscles
Margaret
8
Facility
in
Phila.
36
Trifling
14 “Winning Bridge
or Denver
39 1972 Olympics
Made
Easy”
40 German “a”
sensation Mark
14 author
City with a
41 Earth
Surplusage
41
Dayʼs
seemingly
15 Bygone defense
month
43
Org. setting
contradictory
grp.
eligibility
43 Breakfast
two-syllable
16 Well-dressed
requirements
name
fellow
15
OuiʼsRazorʼs
opposite
17 “The
star, 1946
16 Edge”
Orthodontic
device
19 To
and for
___
separating teeth
20 “Avast!”
17 Engagement
Capital at 60°gift
21
latitude
22 Beau
18
Switch positions
24 Triangular
house
19 Mean part
26 “Oh, my ___
20 back!”
Means
23 1980ʼs
CountryScott
in Eur.
27
24 Baio
Fibersitcom
for wet
suits
31 At
oneʼs
25 fingertips
Some
32 Command
to a
standardized
police
dog
coll. exams

beverage
48
44 Lyndonʼs
Duration 1964
mate
45 running
“___ dieu!”
49 Intended
46 Means
50 Big-budget films
48 Help
Heads
of old
51
with
Rome
wrongdoing
51 Actress
Carmen,Ward
for one
53
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52 Pastor
Makes Haggard
laugh
57 Title
this
reallyforhard
55 puzzle
Not generic
60 … due, ___,
57 quattro
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58
Mean
61 Full
64 See
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7-Down
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66 Extra
Wordsplay
said
periods,
for after
before and
short
“what”
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Edited by Will Shortz

64
67 Jeweled
Sea eagle

headwear

68 Not remote
65 Twist in order to
69 see
Put better
to the test
70 Means

11

5

66

14
14

15

15

17
17

18
18

DOWN
71 Value
1 Some
police
72
Go-ahead

20
20

detached, in
of-Famer
mus.
Wilhelm
3 Haughty
DOWN
4 Feline
stalker
Mean TVʼs
51 Spike
name
2 former
Birthday
6 Catches
creation sight of
73 With
62-Across,
Everything,
in
nickname
Germany for
former N.F.L.
4 star
Mean
Sanders
See 5-Across
85 Hip-hop
friend
96 Western
Big nametribe
in
Japanese
10 Jaguar
photography
competitor
117 Amour
Means
128 Yawn-inducing
Food safety grp.
13 Moocher
9 Means
18 Writer ___
10 Stanley
“Whew!”Gardner
11 Kapow!
Prefix with
23
-hedron
25 Adventurer
12 Nellie
Contents meas.
26
ofand
I.R.A.:
13 Part
Apple
Abbr.
orange
27
21 ___
She:Guevara
Italian
28 Keeps
22 Comics Viking
29 Vehicle named
26 for
Mean
a Japanese
27 river
Lead-ins to
holidays
30 Actress
28 Vardalos
Witticism
34 Search
29 Forearm part
(through)
30 N.F.L.
Meansperiod:
35
32 Abbr.
___ Minor
36
34 Standards
Frolic

27
27

22

44

5

21
24

dept. personnel

73 Short and
2 Baseball Hall-

33

28
28

29

21

30

33
40
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48
52

44
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40

48

49

58

59
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41
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23

37

38

39

43

36

37

38

����
53
60
59

61

54
62

55
63

67

69

62

70

63
71

64

72

65

73

37
37 Hawaiian
Large braPunch 42
50 Ogden
PlayingNash,
loudly

To Play: Complete the grid so that every row, column
and every 3X3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is
no guessing or math involved, just use logic to solve.

42

61

notably
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13
13

36

60
68

competitor
feature
38
Hooray,
38 Phyllisʼsin
1970ʼs
Juárez
TV husband
39
designation
39 Mil.
“Donʼt
get too
40 Not
givenow!”
up
excited
41
Steely
42 1977
“Et ___!”
Dan album that
47 spent
Hybrid52
fruit
weeks
in
the
top
49 Means 40

12
12

32

52

Puzzle
E. E.
Parrish
Puzzle by
by Allan
Steven
Atwood

11
11

19

35
42

51

10

16

32
35

55

65

30

45

54

50
57
56
64

29

10
9

16

22

31

39

98

26

34

43

8

25
24

31
33

44

77

No. 0227
0301

51
Thin Man”
60 “The
Scoop

dog

52 Part of Oceania 52
61 Ballpark
“Phooey!”
buy
43 Run-down
53 urban
Some area
bank
54
of a
62 Feature
“A Day Without
holdings
dangerous
Rain” singer
44 Media
baron
circus act
54 Murdoch
Collect
63
Genealogical
55 Teen
annoyance
45
abbr.
56 Dwells
Annual
58 Skater
September
46 Mrs.
Marcos of
65 Babilonia
“Oh wad some
gala,
with “the” 59
the
Philippines
Public
power health
the giftie
47
to Henri
agcy.
59 Head,
G.I. chow
___ us”: Burns

For
For answers,
answers, call
call 1-900-285-5656,
1-900-285-5656, $1.20
$1.20 aa minute;
minute; or,
or, with
with aa
credit
credit card,
card, 1-800-814-5554.
1-800-814-5554.
Annual
Annual subscriptions
subscriptions are
are available
available for
for the
the best
best of
of Sunday
Sunday
crosswords
crosswords from
from the
the last
last 50
50 years:
years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online
Online subscriptions:
subscriptions: Today's
Today's puzzle
puzzle and
and more
more than
than 2,000
2,000
past
past puzzles,
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords
nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95
($34.95 aa year).
year).
Share
Share tips:
tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum.
nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords
Crosswords for
for young
young
solvers:
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Private Tutoring
Small Group Tutoring
Online
Classroom

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FRE
E.

Play Super Sudoku and
win prizes at:

The Sudoku Source of
“The GW Hatchet”.
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SPORTS

Jake Sherman – Sports Editor (jsherman@gwhatchet.com)
Joanna Shapes – Asst. Sports Editor (jshapes@gwhatchet.com)

45,000

NUMBER CRUNCH
– Price, in dollars, to be a member of the newly
formed Athletic Director’s Advisory Committee.

Rookie hurler on the rise
ANATOMY OF THE RISEBALL

Pitcher Amanda Gabriel shows you how it’s done.

by Ian Humphrey
Hatchet Staff Writer

photos by Nick Gingold/assistant photo editor
Freshman Amanda Gabriel has pitched four shutouts this season, including two against Saint Joseph’s last week. She is on pace to break every program record by the end of her freshman season.

The
only
professional
softball player that freshman
Amanda Gabriel can name is
Olympian Jennie Finch. But in
the past 14 games, Finch’s trademark pitch has been successful
for the GW rookie pitcher.
The riseball, a pitch that
rises as it moves toward the
batter, has led the young
pitcher to 14 strikeouts in two
games last week en route to
earning Atlantic 10 Co-Rookie
of the Week honors.
Gabriel has come into her
own over the past few games,
recording shutouts in consecutive days against Saint
Joseph’s. During the two dominating performances against
the Hawks, Gabriel did not
allow a single runner past second base.
She attributed her recent
success to the riseball and
another pitch, the dropball,
which she developed with
head coach Kim Staehle and
junior Katie Miller. The drop
ball is softball’s version of a
curveball.

“Those (two pitches) are
what I struck out all the girls
on,” Gabriel said.
Gabriel said that she has
also been focusing on cutting
down on free trips to ﬁrst base.
Last week the freshman went
more than 31 consecutive innings without allowing a walk.
She attributed the streak to her
work on pitches when the batter has two strikes and no balls.
“(I decide) whether or not
to go at them or to throw them
a ball,” Gabriel said.
Gabriel leads the Colonials’
pitching rotation with a 9-5 record and a 2.01 ERA. Not only
has she already broken the
program record for shutouts
in a season with four, but she
is also on pace to break every
other GW softball single-season
pitching mark in her ﬁrst year.
Before graduating from
GW, the exercise science major ’s ultimate goal is to be
named Atlantic 10 Pitcher of
the Year.
“I came here for the education and wasn’t really expecting to have that big of an
impact on the team, but after
seeing how well I’ve done

compared to past pitchers, I
think it’s pretty cool,” Gabriel said. “I had no idea I’d be
breaking any records.”
The Fullerton, Calif., native said that the biggest adjustment to playing on the
East Coast has been the cold
weather, recalling the first
game of the year when freezing temperatures gave her a
wakeup call.
“It was a big change because I’ve never had to deal
with weather problems before,” she said. “I’ve never
played in weather this cold or
had snow on the field the day
of a game.”
Staehle said that she recognized early in the season that
Gabriel was one of the Colonials’ top pitchers and that her
talents would play a significant role in the team’s quest
to qualify for the Atlantic 10
Championship.
“She has a great workout.
That kid is tough as nails,
and that’s what you need in
a pitcher,” Gabriel said. “You
need someone who will take
the ball, go out to the mound
and just throw.” n

New council to pay for say in athletic department
from p.1
Center. The council will give donors
– who are historically hesitant to give to
the athletic department – a new “twist,”
Kvancz said.
In its infancy, the plan still worries
Kvancz and Chernak, they said in separate interviews. Chernak stressed that
the group will not be a policy advisory
body and emphasized that the Faculty
Senate and Board of Trustees committees will continue to have oversight
with athletics. Kvancz said the donors
will comprise an advisory body but
added that he will need to be upfront
about the group’s purpose.
“You need to say upfront that this
is an advisory board,” Kvancz said. “I
want to be able to say that I told them
how it would be. I will listen to their
advice but I don’t know if I’ll necessarily take it.”
Peter French, the Lincoln Chair of
Ethics at Arizona State University and
the author of a book on ethics in college

sports, also said the athletic department
needs to be upfront about the role of the
board. French said people who are giving large sums of money “are not stupid,” and if their opinions are ignored,
they may not continue giving.
“If I were asked to give my opinion
along with my money, and through a few
years if my stuff wasn’t being acted on,
I’d feel like I’m being ripped off,” French
said. “The University may say they aren’t
locked into what (the committee says)
but they’ll have to show good faith upon
acting on recommendations sometimes,
if not more often than not.”
Alumnus Steve Hadley, a longtime
season-ticket holder, said he thinks the
plan shows the department’s willingness to try something new, but added
that he thinks it will turn off the bulk
of the boosters who donate a few thousand dollars a year.
“I hope they get 24 people, but I
think they’ll get ﬁve,” said Hadley, who
runs GWHoops.com, a Colonial-centric
Internet message board.

Hadley said all season ticket holders
should be able to talk to Kvancz about
policy, not only donors who are able to

“I will listen to their advice but
I don’t know if I’ll
necessarily take it.”
JACK KVANCZ

DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS, ON THE
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR’S ADVISORY

spare $45,000.
Similar plans are not unusual in college basketball. Duke University has a
29-person athletics advisory board in
which a large percentage of members
are top donors, said Mark Carter, the
assistant director of Duke Athletics’
fundraising organization. The group
meets twice each year, once each fall

and spring, to discuss the department’s
multi-year development plans. NBA
star Grant Hill, a Duke alumnus, is a
member of the
board.
Members
are invited to
ensure that a
variety of perspectives
are
included and
there is no required donation
amount
that
ensures
a spot on the
board, Carter
added.
“We would go to them with a plan
and see what they think,” Carter said.
“We’re lucky that we have a very varied group of individuals that make up
our board, a lot of whom are in business and very successful.”
Carter added, “Our board is purely
an advisory-type board for our athlet-

PITCHERPUMMELED

ic director and the rest of our athletic
department to bounce ideas off of and
get feedback on. It’s not a service-type
thing.”
If GW’s plan fails and the program
folds because members of the council
become too overzealous, the University still raised a signiﬁcant amount of
money for Smith Center renovations,
Kvancz said.
“The upside is dynamite,” he said.
The speciﬁc perks of the program,
outside a seat on the council, include a
“platinum” membership to the Athletic
Director’s Club, a basketball booster
group that dines before home games.
Members will also be able to write an
article in the GW athletic bulletin, which
is released once every three months.
Byron Kerr, the play-by-play announcer on Washington Post Radio, will also
interview each of the 12 members on a
halftime show during basketball season. Each member will also receive an
all-expense paid trip to either the men’s
or women’s NCAA tournament. n

Multi-phased Smith Center
renovations to begin next year

The University is planning a $7 million, two-phased renovation plan to Smith Center that is slated to begin after next basketball season, administrators told The Hatchet.
The ﬁrst phase will include a complete renovation of the
lower level, which houses locker rooms, training facilities and a
media room, Director of Athletics Jack Kvancz said. The University also plans to renovate the Athletic Director’s Club space and
create stairs from that upper-level room to the baseline, where
new courtside seats may be installed.
The second phase is less concrete. Kvancz said he hopes to
replace upper-bleachers with stadium-style seats.
The project will be largely ﬁnanced with money raised from
Athletic Director Advisory Committee donations.
–Jake Sherman

Elliott back to New York Friday
to work out with Giants

Jon Birk/Hatchet photographer

Sophomore Jimmy Duggan gave up seven runs in 4.2 innings during the baseball team’s 21-4 loss to James Madison University at
Barcroft Field in Arlington, Va. Wednesday. The Colonials have lost their last four games and 10 of their last 13 outings.

Former GW point guard Carl Elliott ran the 40-yard dash in
4.7 seconds during a workout with the NFL’s New York Giants
Monday, he said Wednesday.
The test was supposed to put the Brooklyn, N.Y., native
through a series of football-related tests, Elliott said, but the testgivers were occupied elsewhere. The team also measured his
height and weight.
A more thorough workout is planned for Friday in New York,
Elliott said.
–Andrew Alberg

The GW Hatchet

News

Mineta talks heritage

Former secretary
honors his AsianAmerican roots

FIRE TRUCKS
from p. 5
In response to the increase
in accidents, the D.C. Fire
Department has included a
$760,000 driving simulator
into its training program. The
simulator, which looks like
the inside of a fire truck cab,
has the firefighter driving in
a three-dimensional, real-life
situation. The simulator is
meant to educate firefighters
about local traffc laws and the
unpredictable nature of city
driving.

by Amanda Dick
Hatchet Reporter

Norman Mineta, former
secretary of transportation
for President George W. Bush
and secretary of commerce
for
President Bill Clinton,
spoke about his experiences as
a Japanese-American in politics Jack Morton Auditorium
Tuesday night.
As a child, Mineta said he
never imagined entering politics, but he remembered his
father telling him, “Being a
Japanese-American in politics is
like being a nail sticking out on
a board – you will always get
hammered.”
Mineta was the keynote
speaker for Pan-Asian Heritage
Month, which included discussions, lectures and parties celebrating Asian Heritage organized by the Asian Student
Alliance and the Multicultural
Student Services Center.
Mineta was born in
California to Japanese immigrant parents. During World
War II, the family was detained
in the Heart Mountain internment camp in Wyoming. A
member of Congress for 20
years, he was the only Democrat
in an all-Republican Cabinet
for President Bush, but he said
being from California presented
the greatest obstacle.
“Having a ‘D’ for Democrat
after my name was not nearly as
hard as residing (in) California
in a Cabinet of Texans,” he said.
Between 1975 and 1995,
Mineta represented the Silicon
Valley area in the U.S. House of
Representatives. Mineta helped
pass the Civil Liberties Act of
1988, which apologized for the
injustices suffered by JapaneseAmericans during World War
II.
In 1995, GW awarded
the Martin Luther King Jr.
Commemorative Medal to
Mineta for his contributions to
civil rights.
Mineta encouraged students
to always work hard and other
opportunities will come as a
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CRIME
from p. 8
campus safety.
Several students interviewed
Wednesday said the reported
assault in the heart of campus
made them uneasy.
Rajiv Choudhry, a master’s
student in the law school, said
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The simulator will be added to the current training program, which allows trainees
to practice their driving skills
using the parking lot of the
department’s training facility.
Sewell, who’s been a firefighter with Engine 23 for 10 years,
believes that both these educational devices are essential for
trainees.
“Nothing beats getting behind the wheel of one of these
and dealing with the weight,
the speed, the reactions of it.
Nothing beats that,” he said.
Despite the growing number of accidents throughout
the District, Sewell said there

have been few complaints in
the Foggy Bottom area. Several area residents and students
interviewed this week said
they haven’t had bad experiences with fire trucks around
campus.
“From what I see, they
drive very responsibly,” said
Ellie Becker, a Foggy Bottom
resident who regularly brings
food to the Engine 23 firefighters at night.
“I’ve never noticed them
not driving safely,” said sophomore Amal Al Katrib. “They
make sharp turns ... but I guess
it’s understandable since they
need to get to (the fire).” n

that hiring day-laborers for University construction is dangerous.
“Obviously the practice
is not safe. The employers
over here should have looked
into the background of the
person before having (him),”
Choudhry said. “Just picking
up a person off the street and
asking him to work for the day
and then whatever he does,
they are responsible for that.”

He added that although he
doesn’t feel completely safe,
UPD is doing what it can to patrol Foggy Bottom.
It seems that there is more
violent crime on campus, senior
Chelsea Pritchard said. “It’s
surprising and a little scary ...
It’s not something we’re used
to really seeing.” n
–Eric Roper contributed to
this report.

Spend your summer at CUA.

Alex Ellis/Hatchet staff photographer

Norman Mineta, former secretary of commerce and secretary of
transportation, spoke about his life as a Japanese-American growing up in California Tuesday night at Jack Morton Auditorium.
result of this dedication. Mineta
said when he was on the San
Jose City Council in California,
he never looked ahead to his
later position of mayor of San
Jose.
“If you look ahead toward
one particular goal, you will
often miss better opportunities
right in front of you,” he said.
The event was co-sponsored by the GW College
Republicans and the GW
College Democrats.
“I am very excited that we
were able to find such a major
keynote speaker for Pan-Asian
Heritage Month,” said James
Zarsadiaz, president of the
Asian Student Alliance. “The
month-long celebration has been
such a success so far as we have

brought together many different groups that would have not
worked together before.”
Other events planned for the
month include a presentation
on human trafficking, a discussion on stereotypes, the Fusion
ASA Cultural Show and the
Inspirational Ball.
Arben Dermaku, a visiting research scholar from
the University of Prishtina in
Kosovo, praised Mineta’s ability to work effectively with
Republicans.
He said Mineta has an,
“interesting
and
productive way of working with
Republicans, which is a new
practice for me as two political
parties do not work together in
my country.” n

Competitive Tuition.
Convenient Location.
300 Courses.
Get to your educational destination quicker
this summer at The Catholic University of
America. CUA offers low tuition rates and a
convenient location on the Metrorail Red Line.
Choose from more than 300 courses and
programs, including undergraduate and
graduate courses in architecture, arts and
sciences, business, education, media studies,
philosophy, religious studies and social work.
Find course listings at http://summer.cua.edu.
For more information or to request a catalog,
contact CUA’s Office of Summer Sessions:
202-319-5257 or cua-summers@cua.edu.

THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA
Wa s h i n g t o n , D . C .
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